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Linewise kinetic Monte Carlo study of silicon dislocation dynamics

S. Scarle,* C. P. Ewels,† M. I. Heggie, and N. Martsinovich
CPES, University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton, BN1 9QJ, United Kingdom
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We present a number ofn-fold way kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of the glide motion of 90° partial
dislocations in silicon. We undertake a survey of ratios of kink formation energyFk to kink migration barrier
Wm , over a range of temperatures and applied stresses. These simulations are compared with Hirth-Lothe
theory and an extension to the Hirth-Lothe theory of Kawata and Ishiota. The latter is found to give the best
description of the system. Using literature first principle values for the kink and soliton formation and migra-
tion energies, a model combining both strained bond and soliton mediated motion shows a negligible contri-
bution to dislocation motion from the solitons. The high soliton pair creation barrier was limiting and a soliton
mediated mechanism for dislocation motion would have to achieve thermal equilibrium concentration via
impurity or point defect interaction to be effective. We also show that if this can be overcome solitons greatly
increase the mobility of the dislocation, even without a binding energy between solitons and kinks. The
simulation coded here is easily expandable to incorporate further dislocation line effects such as impurities at
the line.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.075209 PACS number~s!: 61.72.Hh, 61.72.Bb, 61.72.Lk
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I. INTRODUCTION

The strength of ductile materials is determined by dis
cation motion on the densest packed crystal slip planes.
con is often taken as a model system for high lattice frict
~covalent and ceramic! solids, but there is still debate ove
the structure and movement of dislocations even in
simple diamond structure solid.

The problem of dislocations in semiconductors is n
within the powers of modern hybrid computing techniqu
These use static first principle calculations of significant p
cesses~e.g., kink formation/migration! to parametrize large
scale simulations, i.e., kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
dislocation motion.

The general study of dislocations in silicon is of renew
importance, as wafer sizes grow larger and strained-la
structures are needed. The primary dislocations in silicon
the 60° mixed and screw dislocations. These each disso
respectively into 90° and 30° partials and two 30° partia
separated by a stacking fault of approximately 50 Å when
equilibrium.1 A dislocation line is considered to move fo
ward not in a single spontaneous step but instead at var
points along the line~kinks! which then propagate the for
ward motion along the line. These forward steps invo
atomic displacements, but their precise nature is still
doubt. Dislocation motion comes about from the therma
activated process of throwing forward line segments gen
ating these kinks in pairs, sometimes called double kin
which with the application of an external stress are forc
apart, thus carrying the dislocation into the next Peierls v
ley. There is much evidence for the existence of such ki
from pulse deformation, internal friction,2 weak-beam elec-
tron microscopy, and spectroscopy.3,4

The first model proposed for silicon dislocation glide w
a simple bond switching mechanism, called the bond rota
or Jones model.5 Here two silicon atoms within the disloca
tion core are rotated about their bond center, by around
about a^111& axis, and rebonded to the lattice. This bo
0163-1829/2004/69~7!/075209~9!/$22.50 69 0752
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initially forms a kink pair and with repeated application
neighboring sites, causes the kinks to migrate apart
eventually annihilate. This Jones model was first stud
with interatomic potentials5 and subsequently with first prin
ciple calculations giving activation energies close to expe
mental values,6,7 with one exception.8

Note that if applied to every other reconstructed bo
along the core of a single period reconstructed 90° par
core9,10 this bond switching converts the core to an altern
tive proposed double-period core structure.11

More recently, an alternative mechanism invoking fr
radicals or solitons was found to give rise to simil
energies,6,12,13provided these solitons were in thermal equ
librium. Depending on its reconstruction a 90° partial co
has two phases, usually labeledright and left, depending
which way the reconstruction bonds are leaning. At ph
interfaces, there are antiphase defects14 which we refer to
here as solitons13 with a 1.4-eV formation energy. The sol
ton is an undercoordinated silicon atom, a free radical
chemical nomenclature, and hence highly reactive. The r
cal can migrate rapidly along the line, with a migration ba
rier of only 0.15 eV. The soliton model is a suggested ad
tional atomic scale process for kinks within dislocation glid
The dangling bond of the soliton can catalyze kink form
tion, and therefore greatly reduces its energy barrier. T
concept of solitons was first proposed by Hirsch unde
different moniker;9 the nomenclature is not universal an
other names such asphase-switching defects, antiphase de-
fects, andflips have also been used.

In both the Jones and soliton model, dislocation motion
controlled by two primary parameters, the kink formatio
energy,Fk , and the kink migration energyWm . In this work
we present a number ofn-fold way kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations of dislocation motion dynamics, using a descr
tion of the dislocation line which allows the addition of fu
ther defects to the system~Sec. III!. These give a broad sur
vey of the phase space of kink formation energyFk and kink
migration barrierWm , over a range of temperatures an
stresses~Sec. IV A!. We then compare this to the standa
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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theory in this field, that of Hirth and Lothe,15 and also to a
suggested improvement to this theory by Kawata a
Ishiota.16 Finally we examine the potential roˆle of solitons
~Sec. IV B!.

II. BACKGROUND

Dislocations in silicon have been well studied sin
Shockley’s first suggestion of their core structure some
years ago. In the last decade, there have been experim
measurements of dislocation mobilities of small segment
silicon films17,18 and high-resolution transmission electro
microscopy of kink dynamics through the imaging of kin
on a partial dislocation in silicon,19 as well asin situ record-
ing of motion.20,21 There have been many theoretical a
tempts to characterize and parametrize disloca
motion.5–8,13,22–25

To give an overview of kink motion on glide dislocation
in silicon: At low temperatures (420 °C) and under hi
stress, straight sided hexagonal loops of 60° and screw
entation form.26 However, this is reliant on high temperatu
(;850 °C) predeformation to produce sufficient dislocati
density, otherwise the silicon is brittle at 420°C. Dislocati
dissociation gives two partial loops, one enclosing the ot
and both bounding a stacking fault. Each loop has the s
Burgers vector and as the orientation of the line changes
the character of the partial changes between 30° and
The absence of 60° dislocations is due to their high mobi
so as the circular loop expands, its 60° segments m
quickest and vanish, leaving the slower segments. The
segment has a higher mobility since it consists of segm
of 90° and 30° partials joined by kinks. Thus when it mov
no kinks need to be formed (Fk50) and the activation en
ergy just depends onWm .

Note that the mobility of a partial dislocation to a sma
degree depends on whether it is leading or trailing, and on
type,26 but these distinctions between 90° and 30° part
only give rise to variations in activation energy of less th
0.1 eV, which is comparable to local spin density approxim
tion uncertainties, i.e., within the errors of theab initio cal-
culations described later. Hence we do not consider th
effects in the calculations presented here, and feel justifie
our choice of the 90° partial.

However, even if the 30° partials were dominant, w
would therefore compare our calculated activation energ
against the 60° perfect dislocation energy~2.2 eV!, corrected
for the 0.1-eV difference leads to 2.1 eV for the 90° parti
thus improving agreement with our calculated values.6

A. Hirth-Lothe theory

Hirth and Lothe~HL! theory15 assumes that the eleme
tary processes of dislocation motion is kink pair formati
followed by their diffusive glide along the dislocation line
The abrupt kink model invoked by HL finds dislocation glid
velocity ndis to be thermally activated in one of two possib
regimes:

ndis5n0d expS 2
Fk1Wm

kBT D
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ndis5n0L expS 2
2Fk1Wm

kBT D , ~1!

whereL is the segment length,d is the lattice period along
the dislocation line, and

n05
2nksbh2

kBT
, ~2!

with nk the vibrational frequency of kinks~usually taken to
be the silicon Debye frequency27 1.5631013 s21), s is the
resolved shear stress,b is the magnitude of the Burgers vec
tor, andh is the distance between neighboring Peierls valle
~i.e., theheightof a kink!.

The effective activation energyEA of the glide velocity is
a linear combination of kink formation energyFk and kink
migration barrierWm , and is determined by the applicab
regime.EA5Fk1Wm for segments long enough so that kin
lifetimes are limited by kink-kink annihilation, andEA
52Fk1Wm for segments short enough for kink pairs
sweep out the whole segment. The characteristic length
tween these two regimes is twice the average kink separa
obtained in thermal equilibrium

l5d expS Fk

kBTD ; ~3!

therefore, the steady state linear concentration of kinks
comes

r5
2

d
expS 2

Fk

kBTD . ~4!

Which of these two regimes is applicable to silicon, if inde
either of them, is still a matter of controversy.28

B. Beyond Hirth-Lothe theory

Although it is a commonly used analysis of dislocatio
motion, the HL postulate of one unique kink mechanism i
huge simplification of the findings of atomisti
simulations.7,25,29Indeed, even under this approximation H
theory has shortcomings. Many suggest multiple c
mechanisms operate simultaneously, with several distinct
fect and kink species forming, moving, combining and an
hilating. For example the work of Wanget al.30 on the
a/2^111& screw dislocation in tantalum has eight distinguis
able single kink types leading to 16 types of kink pair.

An alternative, little referenced work of Kawata an
Ishiota16 ~KI ! attempts to refine HL theory. They observe th
HL makes three approximations, of which only the first
explicitly stated:

~1! Under small external stress, the concentration of kin
remains nearly the same as in thermal equilibrium.

~2! The correlation between kinks drifting under extern
stress may be ignored.

~3! The direct contribution of the processes of formati
and annihilation of kink pairs to the whole movement of
dislocation may be neglected. The roˆle of such processe
9-2
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LINEWISE KINETIC MONTE CARLO STUDY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 075209 ~2004!
being restricted to an indirect contribution to maintain t
kink density; i.e., the movement of the dislocation line
assumed to occur only by the migration of kinks.

These approximations are replaced in Kawata-Ish
theory by the following four less restrictive approximation
~1! the line comprises of flat sections and single step kin
~2! the fundamental changes to the system are single sec
of the line being moved forward or backward by a single s
~i.e., the creation/annihilation of a kink pair or the migratio
of a kink by a single repeat distance!, ~3! the rates of these
moves only depend on neighboring sites ignoring lon
range interactions, and~4! these rates are assumed to chan
linearly with applied stress.

This leads to the following form for the steady state ki
concentration:

r5
1

d

2x

112x
where x5expS 2

Fk

kBTD . ~5!

If this is then used in the rest of the HL formulation,ndis
takes the form

ndis5n0d

expS 2
Fk1Wm

kBT D
112 expS 2

Fk

kBTD
or

ndis5n0L

expS 2
2Fk1Wm

kBT D
112 expS 2

Fk

kBTD ~6!

in the two different length regimes.~Note that the
L-dependent behavior was not explicitly discussed in
original KI work!, l, the characteristic length between th
regimes, becomes

l5d
112x

x
. ~7!

C. Atomic scale processes

As mentioned above, there are two main suggestions
how kink motion in silicon moves the dislocation line
Firstly, the Jones or strained bond model, where kink form
tion and migration occur through successive application o
90° rotation of a Si-Si bond in the glide plane about the bo
center. Calculations of kink pair nucleation and expans
for this process giveEA51.9 eV with a small dependence o
the kink pair width,5 assuming that the bond rotation is th
rate limiting step.

The other model invokes solitons. Solitons are propo
as mediators for both kink formation and propagation,13 with
anEA51.8 eV, assuming that the formation energy of a ki
pair at a soliton and the migration energy of a kink-solit
complex are the rate controlling processes. This is in addi
to solitons being in thermal equilibrium.
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Thus, EA for both the strained bond and soliton mech
nisms come close to the experimentally observedEA
'2.2 eV for intrinsic silicon.18 We consider both mecha
nisms in our simulations. However, the main difference b
tween the two mechanisms is that solitons, while being
ergetically expensive to create, once present lower
migration barrier of most kink species by around an order
magnitude~see soliton section!.

III. MODEL

We take on board the idea of multi-scale modelling, sin
it is too computationally expensive to model an entire dis
cation line system at anab initio level. We useab initio
energy calculations for localized structures and then
these to parametrize a larger scale algorithmic model.

The larger scale evolution of the line is achieved via
n-fold way kinetic Monte Carlo~nkMC! approach.31–35 Dis-
location segments are assumed to lie in Peierls minima.
lattice has an effectively infinite extent in the direction
motion and is periodic perpendicular to it. The line mov
due to the effects of thermal fluctuation and an applied str
Kink-kink interactions beyond the first neighbor are n
glected. The initial shape of the dislocation line in all case
taken to be the perfectly straight single period reconstruct
As mentioned earlier, there is also a suggested double pe
reconstruction for the lowest energy state of the line. Ho
ever, as the structure would be broken up as the line mo
our initial choice of starting state should not greatly affe
the overall conclusions.

In the nkMC approach, all allowed events have a r
calculated for them. These can move the line either with
against the stress, since thermal fluctuations can overc
the additional energy bias caused by the stress. The rate
each eventr i is given by

r i5v0exp~2DEi /kBT! , ~8!

wherei is the event number,DEi the energy barrier of even
i, andv0 the attempt frequency for which we use the silic
Debye frequency27 51.5631013 Hz. The sum of these rate
is then used to determine the time till the next event, and
rates themselves act as probabilities.

Instead of trying random events at each time step
accepting or rejecting them based on a Boltzmann-like cr
rion, e.g., the Metropolis algorithm,36 we choose and carry
out an eventm from all the possible eventsM at each step,
such that

(
i 50

m21

r i

(
i 50

M

r i

,j1,

(
i 50

m

r i

(
i 50

M

r i

, ~9!

wherej1 is a random number in the range~0,1!. The time
incrementdt for each Monte Carlo~MC! step is dynamic and
stochastic, and given by
9-3
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dt52
ln j2

(
i 50

M

r i

, ~10!

wherej2 is a second random number in the range~0,1!. This
formula for dt is rigorous,31–33,37the work of Bulneset al.
gives a fuller description of the derivation ofdt and the
method in general.33 This variable time step allows rates o
greatly different magnitude to be included in the sa
model. In addition, since a move is carried out at every M
step, the long dead times that can be brought about by a fi
time step are removed.37

In the standard method of describing a dislocation line
an MC simulation,37,38the line is represented by a fixed num
ber of sites. Each sitei has a heightHi , giving the distance
traveled from the original position by the dislocation line
that site under the stress. All sites can move either forwar
back, which equates to the formation/annihilation or mig
tion of kinks @Fig. 1~a!#. We call this the pointwise descrip
tion.

‘‘Linewise’’ is our more flexible description,39–41 and is
similar to that of Caiet al. in that the line is described by
variable number of sections. Each sectionj is described by
its lengthL j and heightH j . However, we also state whic
defect structure the section ends,Ej , i.e., a positive or nega
tive kink, soliton, etc.@Fig. 1~b!#. The L j is measured in
single period reconstruction bonds.

So long as the density of defects stays relatively lo
longer dislocation lines can be considered more efficien
This is because defect creation events for entire sections
be dealt with as a single event, as opposed to individuall
pointwise. It is also easy to introduce further defects to
simulation; our model is coded so that properties of all l
section ends are included via a parameter file.

At a high population of defect structures, the distincti
between defects locatedat reconstructed bond sites along th
dislocation core and those lyingbetweenthem becomes more
important. This is roughly equivalent to a change from inc
sive to exclusive boundary conditions. Hence, in our simu
tion each end structure has an associated width. Kinks
other inter-reconstruction bond defects are of zero width,
must keep at least one reconstruction bond apart from o
zero width defects. Defects that take up a reconstructed b
or bonds are of width one or more, and may abut other
fects. Solitons, for example, are width one.

We shall now use the basic model of a step up kink~up-
kink! and a step down kink~down-kink! to spell out how

FIG. 1. Simplified plots to show the comparison between~a!
point-wise and~b! line-wise; i being point along the line,j being
section along the line. Symbols on plot~b! denote different hypo-
thetical end structures along the line~e.g., kinks, solitons!.
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algorithmically moves are carried out: Kink migration in
volves changing the length of two neighboring sections
that L j→L j61, while L j 11→L j 1171. The creation of a
positive kink pair involves replacing a previous section
three new sections. That is, a section of indeterminate len
ending with an up-kink, followed by a unit length sectio
ending in a down-kink and finally the remainder of the orig
nal section. The creation of a single defect can also t
place in a similar manner.

The aforementioned computational saving comes from
following; as we discount long range interactions betwe
defects all such pair creation events are equivalent along
given section and have equal rates. So, one can be rand
selected and used to represent all others for that section.
new combined rate being the original rate of one of the
events multiplied by the length of the section. An equivale
algorithmic time saving is also made for the creation
single defects.

More complex moves are also possible, including t
separation of a single defect into two, the merging of tw
defects into one, the transformation of one defect into
other, and the transformation of two neighboring defects i
a different pair. Note, that the line-wise formalism does n
mean that the whole length of a given section of line mov
simultaneously, only that their chance of movement can
considered together before choosing a single site to mov

The aforementioned applied stress is implemented vi
bias on the activation energiesDEi→DEi6s, depending on
whether the line is being moved with or against the stre
where

s5sblh, ~11!

s is the applied stress,b the magnitude of the Burgers vecto
of the dislocation,l the length of section of dislocation mov
ing, namely the repeat distance along the dislocation l
andh the height change. This givess'0.013 eV for a stress
of 70 MPa, in the case of a 90° partial in silicon.

TABLE I. Energy Barriers for moves in the Jones nkM
model.

Barrier Move Reasoning

Wm kink migration
2Fk1Wm kink pair creation creating two kinks plus

moving them apart
Wm kink pair annihilation equivalent to kink migration

TABLE II. Fk and Wm from Valladareset al. ~Ref. 8!, Öberg
et al. ~Ref. 6!, and Nuneset al. ~Ref. 7!.

Fk/eV Wm/eV Reference

0.04 1.09 8
0.1 1.8 6
0.12 1.62 7
9-4
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IV. RESULTS

A. Bond rotation model

In our first simulation we have only two end structu
defects, a kink either stepping up or down, both having

FIG. 2. Plots of effectiveEA from nkMC runs with paramete
sets derived from~a! Valladareset al. ~Ref. 8!, ~b! Öberg et al.
~Ref. 6!, ~c! Nuneset al. ~Ref. 7!. Data for lines can be found in
Table IV.
07520
a

width of zero. This allows us to explore a dislocation op
ating using the Jones bond rotation model5 discussed earlier

Many calculations have been carried out on this dislo
tion system in silicon, so we ran the same simulation withFk
and Wm from three pieces of work in the literature.6–8 The
first uses a local density functional technique in a superc
the second uses the same method but in a cluster, while

FIG. 3. Plots of effectiveEF from nkMC runs with parameter
sets derived from~a! Valladareset al. ~Ref. 8!, ~b! Öberg et al.
~Ref. 6!, ~c! Nuneset al. ~Ref. 7!.
9-5
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FIG. 4. Plots of effectiveEA from nkMC runs with Wm51.0 eV and~a! Fk50.1 eV, ~b! Fk50.5 eV, ~c! Fk51.5 eV, ~d! Fk

52.0 eV. Data for lines can be found in Table V.
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final one uses a linear-scaling density matrix method. Tab
lists theirFk andWm values, all of these calculations follow
the same broad trendWm;1 –2 eV andFk an order of mag-
nitude lower. This leads to the barrier energies for our th
basic moves in the simulation shown in Table II. The sim
lation for each pair ofFk andWm , was run for ten million
MC steps, for a 1000 site long line. The direction of moti
was biased by a variable applied stress: from 70 MPa to
MPa, in steps of 7 MPa, then up to 700 MPa in steps of
MPa, at temperatures of between 500 and 1000 K, in step
100 K.

For each applied stress, best fits to Arrhenius plots of
velocity and the kink concentration were used to determ
the effective activation barrier to dislocation glideEA and the
effective formation energy for kinksEF . The effective acti-
vation energy being the activation energy apparent from
Arrhenius plot over our thermal range, while the effecti
formation energy being the energy which gives a therm
equilibrium concentration identical to our observed conc
tration. The results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

In general, it seems that at higher stressesEA.Fk1Wm
2as, with s being the stress in eV from Eq.~11!. At lower
stress thiss dependence is lost andEA saturates short of the
07520
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EA at s50, towards some constant value. Lines to indic
these two aspects have been added to the plots in Fig. 2
can take thea to be the activation area of this dislocatio
system, the area of slip over which the shear stress work
the saddle point.

For a more complete investigation of the phase space
Fk andWm , we then carried out simulations over the sam
ranges of temperature and stress withWm set at 1.0 eV and
Fk varied from 0.02 to 0.3 eV in steps of 0.02 eV and then
to 2.0 eV in steps of 0.1 eV. These showed the same beha
at low Fk but asFk increases, we enter a second regim
Here, the high stressEA becomes 2Fk1Wm2as while still
saturating at low stresses~Fig. 4!.

The crossover betweenEA.Fk1Wm2as and EA52Fk
1Wm2as occurs atFk50.4–0.5 eV. To understand this w
must look back to KI theory and Eq.~7!. When the charac-
teristic lengthl falls below the actual length of the systemL,
the system switches fromEA5Fk1Wm to EA52Fk1Wm .
In cases ofFk50.4–0.5 eV, this cross over happens in t
middle of our simulated temperature range of 500–1000
hence all the poorest fits for the Arrhenius plots are with
this range~see Fig. 4!. At higher or lowerFk , the crossover
occurs outside of the 500–1000-K window. A plot of th
9-6
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TABLE III. Energy Barriers for soliton moves in nkMC theory.

Barrier eV Move Reasoning

0.29 soliton-kink complex migration Wm for soliton-kink complex
0.15 soliton migration Wm for soliton
2.95 soliton pair creation 2Fk1Wm create two solitons

and move them apart
0.15 annihilation of soliton pair equivalent to soliton migratio
0.29 formation of kink-pair at a soliton equivalent to soliton-kink

produces a kink-soliton complex complex migration
neighboring a kink

0.18 annihilation of a kink pair at a soliton energy difference between
soliton and kink-soliton
complex~Ref. 12!
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formation energy against these high stressEA values extrapo-
lated to zero stress (s50) can be seen in Fig. 5, and th
clearly shows the transition between the two regimes.

The activation energy plots tell us a number of things.
large stresses, there is an activation area equal to the sm
area of slip. As one would expect, it shows no correlat
with Fk across our survey and on average.0.899, if s is
expressed in eV. Thus it roughly represents the energy du
the stress from a dislocation section of unit length in o
system. This is the energy saving in the kink pair of critic
width due to the work done by the applied stress over
width. This is an understandable difference between
simulations and KI and HL theories, and consonant with
Seeger-Schiller correction42 to HL theory at high stress whe
critical kink width is one site separation.

The fact that KI theory gives a much better description
our model than HL theory, can clearly be seen by the p
shown in Fig. 6. These show the percentage error betw
our simulations and either KI or HL theory for the conce
tration of kinks over a range of temperatures and stres
using Öberg et al.6 calculated values forFk and Wm . The

FIG. 5. The central line shows a plot of effectiveEA extrapo-
lated to zero stress (s50) with Wm51 eV, against formation en
ergy Fk from the nkMC survey. The upper and lower lines sho
2Fk1Wm andFk1Wm , respectively.
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errors for KI range from 0.45% to 28%, while those for H
range from 31% to 77%.

This plot of error in the kink concentration shows th
deviation between our model and KI theory is at low te
perature and high stresses. These deviations can be u
stood since our nkMC statistics will be worse at lowerT,
while at high stress the approximation of rates being prop
tional to stress made by KI becomes less appropriate.

From this it is clear that KI theory, is a better descriptio
of our model, and by inference we believe a better desc
tion of the actual physical system. Although at high stres
we achieve a linear plot for effectiveEA , it clearly diverges
from this linear behavior at lower stresses. The stress at
point of departure is inversely proportional toFk . KI theory,
with its linear stress dependence, has no way of describ
this.

B. Solitons

We take the view that both strained bond and solitons
work together in our simulations. So, to add solitons
introduce three additional defect structures: soliton-kink s

FIG. 6. Percentage error between the nkMC simulation us
the Öberget al. ~Ref. 6! values and~a! KI and ~b! HL for the linear
concentration of kinks along the dislocation line. Each set of lin
shows increasing stress from 70 MPa to 700 MPa, in steps o
MPa. Stress increases as we follow the arrows up each set.
9-7
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up complex, soliton-kink step down complex and the solit
itself. The complexes having width zero, while the solit
has width one.

We take further calculations12 for parametrization, includ-
ing the soliton migration barrier of 0.15 eV, and their kin
pair nucleation barrier of 0.29 eV. We now add the moves
shown in Table III, taking the O¨ berg parameters as our ba
moves. As well as moves that allow kinks to move into/o
of solitons and vice versa, producing/splitting kink-solito
complexes. We assume no binding energy between soli
and kinks, meaning that they can pass through each o
However, they can also move together as complexes.
also assume that two solitons migrating into each other
spontaneously annihilate.

Upon running the simulation with the same stress a
temperature ranges as before, we saw a minimal chang
the behavior of the system, almost within line thickness
plots shown. This is because although theFk of a soliton is a
thermally accessible 1.4 eV, we have to create them in p
because of topological constraints. The time averaged c
centrations of the solitons and kink-soliton complexes
these simulations are infinitesimal. They only appear fle
ingly and then rapidly annihilate, being unable to mainta
their thermal equilibrium concentration within the tim
frame of the simulation.

What is clear from our calculations is that some proces
required to decrease the activation energy for formation
solitons, if they are to play an important role in the disloc
tion motion. However, we cannot discount solitons as a c
lyst for dislocation motion, as they can offer more robu
explanations of recombination enhanced glide43,44and impu-
rity pinning.45 Additionally it may be possible to create sin
gular solitons with a change of boundary conditions,~ours
currently are periodic! or at some defect intersecting the di
location line. Both of these may obviate the need to fo
solitons in pairs and hence potentially halve the activat
energy for formation.

To investigate this we ran further simulations which we
identical except that we started with a single soliton on
line ~a concentration of 0.1% of sites! and removed the soli

FIG. 7. Plot of natural log of velocity~sites per second!. against
temperature~K!. The upper set are those with solitons include
while the lower are those without. Within each set stress increa
as we go up the set from 70 MPa to 700 MPa, in steps of 70 M
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ton creation/annihilation moves. In this way, the soliton co
centration was maintained above its equilibrium value.

A plot of these simulations can be seen in Fig. 7, a
clearly shows increases in the final velocity of the dislocat
line of many orders of magnitude. This shows that ev
without a binding energy between kinks and solitons,
brief contact between them and the catalytic effect of s
tons on kink pair formation both greatly increase the dis
cation mobility. However, to work this magic some oth
defect must assist and maintain the solitons at an increa
concentration, for example in hydrogen enhanced disloca
glide ~HEDG!, where hydrogen may be able to lower th
soliton pair formation energy by saturating one of the so
tons. We are also currently examining the HEDG effe
where solitons may become more important, as hydro
could lower the formation energy of a soliton pair by sa
rating one of the solitons.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have shown that the little known work
Kawata and Ishiota is more appropriate than Hirth-Lot
theory for dislocation dynamics, as it is better than Hirt
Lothe for describing the most basic set of moves to prod
dislocation glide~see Table II!. It still does not explain the
stress dependence of the dislocation glide activation ene
completely, as it does not include the necessary nonlin
stress terms. However, for a broad range of stress the
proximation holds well, especially at higher temperature~see
Fig. 4!. Thus, for a closer agreement to modeled behavior
should use the Kawata-Ishiota forms for the kink concen
tion @Eq. ~5!# in the two regimes. Further, we have show
that for solitons to affect the system, requires the influence
further defects and/or surface effects.

Now this code has been implemented it is a relativ
trivial matter to model other dislocation-defect systems:
we require is the requisite formation and migration energ

,
es
a.

TABLE IV. EA values for curves of Fig. 2, expressed in eV.s is
also expressed in eV.

EA EA

Source Constant section Linear section

Ref. 8 1.041 20.867s11.08
Ref. 6 1.807 20.863s11.85
Ref. 7 1.652 20.862s11.70

TABLE V. EA values for curves of Fig. 4 expressed in eV.s is
also expressed in eV.

EA EA

Fk Constant section Linear section

0.1 1.007 20.867s11.05
0.5 1.875 20.954s11.93
1.5 3.951 20.952s13.99
2.0 4.949 20.858s14.98
9-8
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as well as stress and temperature ranges, and we propo
acquire such data. We are now looking at simulating
HEDG process,18 by adding various hydrogenation move
and hydrogenated defect structures, as well as possible
ther work on defect line pinning.

*Electronic address: s.scarle@umist.ac.uk. Current address: C
istry Department, UMIST, Sackville Street, Manchester, M
1QD, United Kingdom.

†Current address: Departement Materiaux et Systems Compo
ONERA, DMSC, 29 Avenue de la Division Leclerc, 92322 Chˆ-
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